
SOUND BITES FROM WHAT WE'RE 

HEARING... 

 

Trucking (Market Weight): We spoke with a large retailer about recent TL pricing and capacity trends. 

This shipper has seen the market loosen over the past couple of months and he hasn’t seen much of 

an impact from Hurricane Florence. As a result, our contact is cautiously optimistic that peak season 

won’t be as tight this year compared with a year ago. From a freight mix standpoint, this fast-growing 

shipper has consolidated some of its LTL shipments into TL this year and shifted some of its TL freight 

to intermodal to alleviate some of the headwinds from rising freight costs. Our contact wasn’t able to 

shift much freight to dedicated as he doesn’t have the scale yet to use it in certain markets/lanes. From 

a pricing standpoint, this shipper’s TL rates are tracking up 12% y/y this year and he expects them to 

increase low-single digits next year. Our contact expects to shift more business to intermodal next year 

and also expects low-single digit intermodal rate increases in 2019. Lastly, our contact’s LTL rates have 

increased around 5% this year and he expects similar rate increases next year. 

 

Railroads (Market Overweight):  We spoke with a building products shipper about current demand 

trends and rail service issues. This shipper has one facility in North Carolina and rail operations have 

largely returned to normal following Hurricane Florence after some temporary re-routing of freight. 

The magnitude of the damage in the Carolinas is still being assessed and our contact expects some 

incremental demand for housing materials once rebuilding efforts begin. However, our contact noted 

that the extent of the damage is much less than what occurred last year with Hurricane Harvey in 

Texas. Prior to Hurricane Florence, total rail volumes for this shipper were tracking down slightly from 

last year. Our contact has some rail contracts coming up for renewal in January, and he expects rail 

rate increases of around 4%-5%, similar to past years. UNP is one of the largest carriers for this shipper 

and rail service has been poor this year. UNP hasn’t implemented any operational changes yet, but our 

contact is hopeful that precision railroading will ultimately lead to improved service levels at UNP like 

he’s seeing this year at CSX. 

 

Airfreight & Logistics (Market Weight): We spoke with a large apparel shipper about recent freight 

trends. Business has remained strong this quarter, with volumes up around 10% y/y. This shipper 

contracts directly with ocean carriers who have honored our contact’s contractual allocations. But 

incremental volumes have been forced into the spot market at much higher rates as ocean capacity 

continues to feel tight out of China. Our contact believes the China export market will remain tight in 

the near term as shippers build up inventory ahead of additional tariff increases and given the early 

timing of Chinese New Year next year (about two weeks earlier than last year). We also spoke with this 

shipper about domestic freight trends. Capacity remains tight and our contact is paying intermodal 

peak surcharges over $1,000 per box right now on any incremental volumes above contracted levels. 

Overall, our contact’s TL and intermodal rates are on track to increase around 10% this year and this 

shipper still expects a 5%-7% increase again next year. Among the intermodal companies, JBHT has 

been most aggressive raising rates this year and has lost some share with our contact. 

 

Trucking (Market Weight): We spoke with a large consumer products shipper about recent truck 



capacity and pricing trends. Our contact has seen the TL market loosen over the past quarter as his 

primary tender acceptance rates have improved to 89% in September, up from 86% the prior 2 months, 

82% in June and sub-80% at times throughout 1H. This shipper increased his Dedicated fleet by 50% 

this quarter after a successful trial in 1H:18, and Dedicated is now used to move 25% of his TL 

shipments. The shipper has also been increasing his use automated freight brokerage platforms as he 

has been impressed with their freight matching capabilities and data analytics. Given improving TL 

capacity, our contact’s TL spot premiums currently stand at around 20%, down from down from 30%-

40% last quarter. Even though the market has improved, our contact still expects TL pricing to increase 

9%-11% in C19 and expects even bigger intermodal increases.  

 

Note: Each of the comments above represents the viewpoint of a single shipper or industry contact. 

They are not necessarily representative of the overall market and do not necessarily reflect the opinion 

of Wolfe Research unless specified.  
      

 


